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This paper aims to comprehensively assess the distributional impact of 

government taxation and spending in South Africa for the 2010/11 fiscal 
year. In particular, the paper first aims to analyze whether taxes and 

spending in South Africa are progressive and effectively redistribute income 
from the rich to the poor. Second, the paper aims to quantify the impact of 

taxes and spending on the poverty and inequality in South Africa… it 
assesses how each fiscal instrument contributes to redistribution and how 

effective it is in doing so given the resources used. Finally, it applies the 
Commitment to Equity (CEQ) methodology (Lustig and Higgins, 2013) which 
allows the results from South Africa to be compared with 13 other middle 

income countries for which the framework has also been applied. 
 





World Bank’s own methodological admissions 
• “The analysis does not take into account the quality of 

services delivered by the government”;  
• “The analysis excludes some important taxes and spending 

such as corporate income, international trade, and 
property taxes, and spending such as infrastructure 
investments due to the lack of an established methodology 
for assigning these outlays across households”;  

• “It does not capture the growing debate on how asset 
accumulation and returns to capital affect income 
inequality”; and  

• “Turning to the data used in the analysis … there are 
questions about the ability of a survey of this type to 
collect adequate information on households at the top of 
the distribution”. 



• corporate welfare spending (crony capitalism) with 
massive implications for implicit income: roads, rail (especially 

the Gautrain), airports and SAA passenger subsidies, port upgrades; tax-loopholed 
industrial districts; world’s cheapest electricity during most of the past century; 
discounted water and wastewater; research and development support; export subsidies 

• Free Basic Services adverse impact on inequality and 
consumption (depends on shape and slope of tariff curve) 

• Treasury’s deregulatory attitude to profit expatriation since 
1995, when exchange controls were first relaxed 

• Natural Capital accounting 



Dr Catriona Purfield, 14 November:  
“As you highlight, an analysis of this kind has limitations and you 
raise important issues and reservations…  
 As you note this mapping cannot take into account the quality 
of the actual spending, especially in the areas of education and 
health…  
 On the important questions you raise about corporate 
taxation and infrastructure and subsidy spending, the incidence 
method in the paper simply cannot trace who is paying these 
taxes or benefitting from these outlays.” 
  

my reply to Purfield,  18 November: 
“won’t the World Bank offer a retraction of those dramatic 
redistribution claims, until proper research is done? Otherwise 
the neoliberal commentators and politicians will continue using 
Bank research to advocate state spending cuts.” 





The austerity echo-box 
Nhlanhla Nene’s mid-term  
budget speech, 22 October 



• BrandSouthAfrica manager Simon Barber in the respected journal Foreign Policy: “The World Bank 
recently compared 12 middle income economies and found SA had performed the best in reducing poverty 
and inequality. That said… “the fiscal space to spend more to achieve even greater redistribution is 
extremely limited”… Government debt levels, close to those at apartheid’s end, are on an unsustainable 
trajectory. If this continues, Treasury models suggest, choices will have to be made between expanding the 
politically important safety net which now protects 16 million plus South Africans and making the 
investments needed to clear blockages to the one thing that’s required above all, growth.” 

• Investec chief economist Brian Kantor: “The World Bank shows, in a recent study, that SA does more to 
redistribute income in cash and kind to the poor than its developing economy peers… The imposition of 
higher tax rates on the high income earners would achieve little by way of extra collections; more 
important it would undermine the incentives of high income earners to deliver more taxable income.” 

• Jonathan Katzenellenbogen at PoliticsWeb: “a World Bank report warned last week that government no 
longer has the cash to expand the grant system... ‘due to the high fiscal deficit and debt.’ According to the 
Bank report, transfers have caused the poverty rate to fall from 46.2 percent to 39 percent... This reduction 
in inequality through tax and spending is larger than in any other country.”  

• Hilary Joffe of Business Day: “Add in the social spending side of the fiscal equation, which the World Bank 
study finds is very well targeted to the poor, and SA comes out spectacularly well against its peers.”  

• Nomura Investment Bank economist Peter Attard Montalto: “The World Bank’s report on SA’s fiscal policy 
being highly effective at redistribution is in some ways not a surprise… The problem is that this is only 
papering over inequality caused by unemployment. It is not addressing the real problem of boosting 
private sector job creation through decent, non-invasive, microeconomic policies.” 

• Rothschilds banker (former finance and planning minister) Trevor Manuel: “The World Bank study released 
last week confirms that fiscal policy is significantly redistributive, on both the tax and spending sides...” 

• ANC Treasurer Zweli Mkhize: “we must never lose sight of our strength as a people and our achievements 
as a country. Last week World Bank economist Catriona Purfield told reporters in Pretoria stated that in SA, 
large reductions have been made in poverty and inequality.”  
 

http://www.brandsouthafricablog.com/
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/sponsored/southafricaat20/in-south-africa-a-new-plan-for-private-sector-growth
http://www.zaeconomist.com/sa-economy/address-poverty-in-sa-and-let-inequality-look-after-itself
http://www.politicsweb.co.za/politicsweb/view/politicsweb/en/page71619?oid=797617&sn=Detail&pid=71616
http://www.politicsweb.co.za/politicsweb/view/politicsweb/en/page71619?oid=797617&sn=Detail&pid=71616
http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/columnists/2014/11/12/world-bank-tax-study-holds-important-lessons-for-sa
http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/columnists/2014/11/12/world-bank-tax-study-holds-important-lessons-for-sa
http://www.fin24.com/Economy/Labour/Minimum-wage-could-be-hugely-destructive-20141106
http://www.fin24.com/Economy/Labour/Minimum-wage-could-be-hugely-destructive-20141106
http://www.fin24.com/Economy/Labour/Minimum-wage-could-be-hugely-destructive-20141106
http://www.fin24.com/Economy/Labour/Minimum-wage-could-be-hugely-destructive-20141106
http://www.politicsweb.co.za/politicsweb/view/politicsweb/en/page71656?oid=798431&sn=Detail&pid=71616
http://www.anc.org.za/show.php?id=11194
http://www.anc.org.za/show.php?id=11194
http://www.anc.org.za/show.php?id=11194
http://www.enca.com/africa/southern-africa/gap-between-rich-and-poor-narrowing-sub-saharan-africa
http://www.enca.com/africa/southern-africa/gap-between-rich-and-poor-narrowing-sub-saharan-africa
http://www.enca.com/africa/southern-africa/gap-between-rich-and-poor-narrowing-sub-saharan-africa


Treasury deputy director-general Michael Sachs (5 Nov): “Current levels of spending 
are sustainable, provided that real growth remains above 3 [percent per year]. In a 
secular stagnation scenario, social spending will be increasingly difficult to sustain.” 



SA has a far lower 
public domestic debt 
than peer economies 

Malaysia, Brazil, 
Argentina, Thailand 

could SA’s Treasury spend more? 





very modest post-apartheid 
increase in social spending 





Source: IMF Article IV on SA, July 2013 



labour market is TOO flexible: 
SA workers amongst G20’s least protected 



can there be 
a non-

tokenistic 
child grant 

and 
pension? 



 what economic policies are needed for 
non-tokenistic social policy? 

• reimpose exchange controls, lower interest rates, audit SA’s 
‘Odious Debt’, control illicit capital flows & trade 

• adopt industrial policy aimed at import substitution, sectoral re-
balancing, social needs, eco-sustainability 

• increase state social spending, implement Basic Income Grant, 
paid for by higher corporate and rich-people taxes, cross-
subsidisation and more domestic borrowing (& loose-money 
‘Quantitative Easing’, too, if necessary) 

• reorient infrastructure to meet unmet basic needs, and 
expand/maintain/improve energy grid, sanitation, public 
transport, clinics, schools, recreational facilities, internet 

• adopt ‘Million Climate Jobs’ strategies to generate employment 
for a genuinely green ‘Just Transition’ 


